HEYHOUSES ENDOWED C.E. PRIMARY SCHOOL
Letter 12 January 15th, 2021
Dear Children,
This week I have been inspired by your letters to me; and amazed and intrigued and
simply very proud of you all! From our youngest to our oldest children you have all
been totally amazing. Lockdown is hard but you have all tried your best and that is all
we can ask of you and your families. So well done- and have a rest this weekend!

Well done! Reception children have some fantastic ideas.
Pandora has made a space model and Walt has made a wonderful heart out of
Magformers.
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I received this letter and these great pictures.
Lilly would like to share a piece of her
home learning with you. She was asked to
listen to the story of Noah’s Ark and then
draw a picture. She chose to draw a
rainbow of hope and two cats and two
dogs. She added a heart under the
rainbow saying "the heart is so the cats
and dogs remember to love each other."
Thank you for everything you are all doing
to keep our children safe.

This is a wonderful
rainbow Lilly.
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And this letter:
Ella has worked so hard this week with her home schooling and I’m so proud of
her! She got all her maths sheet correct and enjoyed making her wild at heart
bird feeder (her little sister joined in on the fun too!) I promised I’d share her
work.

These bird feeders are wonderful. Well done! Your little sister obviously likes
doing it with you too!
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Austin wanted to show you, all our
hard work today learning about , The
Great Fire of London .We are baking
bread tomorrow too, he has enjoyed
watching programs about it and
learning facts . 🔥😀

Well done Austin.

This is a very impressive model Austin, excellent work!
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Hello Mrs Hodgson,
I hope you’re having a good day. Today I made your cookies that you made on
yesterday's assembly. They are amazing. I’m eating one now 😀 Thank you for
the recipe. Yesterday I did some sewing, I fixed my cushion. I made sure I did
my school work first!
Lots of love Sylvie x

Well done Sylvie, you have worked hard and I am so glad you liked the biscuits- I am
going to make some tomorrow.
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Oscar wanted to dress up with
Joe Wicks for today’s Dress Up
Friday.
You will be pleased to know he
put the shield and sword down
when exercise began- I know
because I asked! (I was being a
good Auntie!)
Joe Wicks was Buzz Lightyear- am
not sure who would be hotter by
the end of exercise, the English
King or Buzz Lightyear.

I am so impressed with everyone’s positivity this week and even when things have
been hard you have all carried on. Mums and Dads need a big ‘Thank You’ as well as
the teachers who have planned and organised everything this week.
Zoom meetings are going well and even the few ‘little’ hiccups we have experienced
have not spoilt anyone’s enjoyment of ‘being together.’
I think we all need to relax this week before all the fun begins again.
I have put together some of your pictures and news in a film which can be watched on
You Tube or on our website.
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This is the link
https://youtu.be/oiAN_52FG_0
I hope it makes you smile at the end of a very busy week.
We are having a Family Zoom tonight; one brother, two sisters, two nephews, one
niece, two daughters, one husband and me! (Sounds like a line from The Hungry
Caterpillar.)
It will be fun, and noisy.
On Zoom today Mrs Pomfret asked her class (which includes one nephew!) which they
would prefer, a bath filled with Jelly or a bath filled with Baked Beans. I suspect Oscar
will ask us the same question tonight because he found it funny. I have a bit of time to
decide! What would you choose? You have to give a reason!

Remember, be patient and let’s do things safely.
Keep in touch…KEEP SMILING … and keep washing your hands.
With my love,
Mrs Hodgson

The Lord is my strength and my shield;
my heart trusts in him, and he helps me.
My heart leaps for joy,
and with my song I praise him.
Psalm 28 v7
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